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The LHC-EWWG Multiboson subgroup conveners
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YR status git@github.com:LHCEWWG-MB/YellowReport.git

1. Measurements of Multibosons: current status → best practice for inter-experiment consistency
2. Predictions for Multibosons: state-of-the-art and best-practise
3. Predictions for Multibosons: MC/phenomenological studies
4. Fiducial cross-section and BSM 



YR status git@github.com:LHCEWWG-MB/YellowReport.git

New structure: ordered by process classes
1. Diboson production 5. MC/Pheno Studies Status: 69 pages
2. Vector-boson fusion 6. Fiducial cross-sections and BSM For every section: Theory + Exp 
3. Vector-boson scattering editors assigned
4. Triboson
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● Significant progress earlier this year
● Progress stalled over the last few months 

○ problem: man-power / focus / changing editorship in experimental sections



Measurements of Multibosons: current results and outlook

What’s there

- Diboson
- Zγ
- Wγ
- γγ

- VBF
- Z-jj
- W-jj

- VBS
- WW-ss-jj
- W+W–jj
- WZ-jj
- ZZ-jj
- Semi-leptonic-jj 
- Wγ-jj
- Zγ-Wγ-jjjj
- Polarised measurements

What’s missing

- Diboson
- ZZ      (already existing text was outdated)
- WW    (already existing text was outdated)

- Triboson
- WWW
- WWZ 
- WZZ

- Tribosons
- γγγ
- Wγγ
- Zγγ
- WWγ & WZγ

TBD: common phase-space definitions 



Predictions for Multibosons: state-of-the-art and best-practise

What’s there

- Diboson
- Reference cross sections at

NNLO QCD + NLOgg + NLO EW + NLOγ/qγ
for WW/ZZ/WZ (all relevant leptonic channels)

- Theory review in progress
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Question: is there motivation for reference cross sections beyond Dibosons 
       (VBF-V and VBS-VV xsections strongly depend on precise fiducial phase-space)



● Common 
differential cross 
section definitions 
in BSM 
phase-space

● Advantage:
○ Benchmarking
○ Combinations

LHC EWWG Working group proposal 

Inspired by Higgs STXS: Useful benchmarks!

                              Step towards making
                                    global fits easier ?

→ and basis to start EFT investigations

Is there support for for universal STFX-like approach 
also for (inclusive) MB measurements? 

https://indico.cern.ch/event/732057/


Outlook

● Meeting amongst YR editors on 23/11 at 3:30pm (CERN time) in order to touch base 
and realign focus

● Additional input for YR
○ Formalise STXS approach
○ Unified framework for theory uncertainty estimates

● Next public meeting planned for: 7th Dec 2022

● Goal: final draft until next General Meeting (June?) - cut out what’s not in until then!


